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Abstract 
Hattori, Y., Dimension and superposition of bounded continuous functions on locally compact, 
separable metric spaces, Topology and its Applications 54 (1993) 123-132. 
Let n be an integer with n 2 1 and X be an n-dimensional, locally compact, separable, metric 
space. Then there are 2n + 1 continuous real-valued functions 4t,. ,4*,, + , of X such that each 
bounded, continuous, real-valued function f of X is representable in the form f(x)= 
13;1!!‘g,(+,(x)),  E X, where g, E C([w), i = 1,. ,2n + 1. This gives a solution to a problem of 
Sternfeld. 
Keywords: Superposition of functions; Covering dimension; Locally compact; Separable metric 
space; Compact-open topology; Baire category theorem. 
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Introduction 
Let R! and 0 = [0, l] be the space of the real line and the closed unit interval 
respectively. For a space X let C(X) denote the space of all continuous, real-val- 
ued functions of X equipped with the compact-open topology, and C*(X) be the 
set of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions of X. 
In 1957, Kolmogorov [2] proved a superposition theorem for continuous func- 
tions in 0” giving a solution to Hilbert’s Problem 13 (Kolmogorov’s superposition 
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theorem): For each integer n > 2 there are 2n + 1 many functions 4i,. . . , &,,+i E 
C(V) of the form 
&(x1, x2,..., xn)= k 4i,j(xj), (x1Y X2,..*9Xn)Ei", 
j=l 
4i,j •T! c(o)Y 
l<i<2n+l,l<j<n, 
such that each f~ C(On) is representable as 
2n+l 
f(x) = c &i(X)), x= (Xl, x2,...,.5J El”, 
i=l 
where gi E C(R), i = 1,. . . ,2n + 1. 
Definition [S]. Let X be a space and 4; E C(X), i = 1,. . . , k. Then, {4$= 1 is said 
to be a basic family on X if each f~ C*(X) is representable in the form 
f(x) = 6 &(4i(X>)~ XEX, 
i=l 
where g, E C(R), i = 1,. . . , k. 
In compact metric spaces, it is known that the existence of such $i essentially 
depends on dimension of a space. In fact, Ostrand [6] proved that for every 
compact metric space X with dim X G n (n 2 1) there are 2n + 1 many functions 
41,.*.?42n+l E C(X) such that {4J,“r:’ is a basic family on X. On the other 
hand, Sternfeld [7] proved the converse of the Ostrand’s theorem: For a compact 
metric space X and n 2 1 if there are 2n + 1 many functions $i, . . . , $2n+ i E C(X) 
such that {+J,“r: ’ is a basic family on X, then dim XG n. (We notice that a 
simpler proof of the theorem is recently presented by Levin [31.) Hence, a 
superposition of continuous functions characterizes dimension of a compact metric 
space. 
In noncompact spaces, a few results on superposition of continuous functions 
are known. Demko [l] proved a superposition theorem for bounded continuous 
functions on R”: For each integer n > 2 there are 2n + 1 many functions 
41?...,4zn+l E C&Y’) such that {+i},2Z:’ . IS a basic family on R”. This generalized 
the Kolmogorov’s superposition theorem. In connection with the Demko’s theorem 
and the Ostrand’s one, Sternfeld posed the following problem [8, Problem 6.121: 
Does the Demko’s theorem extend to every n-dimensional separable metric space? 
In particular, does it extend to every n-dimensional, locally compact, separable 
metric space? 
In the present paper, we shall prove that the Demko’s theorem extends to 
n-dimensional, locally compact, separable metric spaces, which gives a solution to 
the second part of the Sternfeld’s problem. However, the general problem of 
Sternfeld still remains open. 
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For a subset A of a space X we denote by Int A and Bd A the interior and the 
boundary of A in X respectively. For a mapping f of a space X to a space Y and 
a subspace A of X we denote by f I A the restriction of f to A. By dimension we 
mean covering dimension of a space. (However, since we shall consider only 
separable metric spaces in the paper, three fundamental dimensions ind, Ind and 
dim coincide.) We refer the reader to [5] for dimension theory. We also refer the 
reader to [8] for the relations between dimension and superposition of continuous 
functions in compact metric spaces. 
The author would like to thank Professor Okuyama for helpful suggestion. 
1. Results 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem. Let n be an integer with n 2 1 and X be a locally compact, separable 
metric space with dim X G n. Then, there are 2n + 1 functions 4,, . . . , +2n +, E C’(X) 
such that {4i}lFf:1 is a basic family on X. 
As suggested in [8], the theorem is proved by combining an argument due to 
Demko [l] with the following Ostrand’s covering theorem. 
Ostrand’s covering theorem ([61 or see [51). A metric space X is of dimension G n if 
and only if for each open cover % of X and each integer k 2 n + 1 there are k many 
discrete families “v, , . . . , V;, of open sets of X such that the union of any n + 1 of 
T’s is a cover of X and refines Z!. 
Now, let X be a space, (4JL$ c C(X) be a basic family on X and A a closed 
subspace of X. It is clear that {4i I A),k_ 1 is a basic family on A. Hence, by our 
theorem and the Sternfeld’s theorem above, we have the following characterization 
theorem. 
Corollary. Let n be an integer with n 2 1 and X be a locally compact, separable 
metric space. Then dim X,< n if and only if there are 2n + 1 many functions 
4,,...>42n+, E C(X) such that {4J12L”:’ is a basic family on X. 
2. Proof of Theorem 
As mentioned in Introduction, a framework of our proof is due to Demko [ll. 
Our main task is to extend Lemmas 2 and 3 in [1] to an n-dimensional, locally 
compact, separable metric space. 
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Let X be a locally compact, separable, metric space with dim X G n. Let {K,: 
m E o} be a countable cover of X by compact sets such that K, = @ and K, c 
Int Km+1 for each m. For each m E a~ we put 
L,=K,-Int K,_,, 
and 
u, = 
Int K,, if m =0, 
Int K,+, -K,_I, if m 2 1. 
We notice that 1 = m or m + 1 if U, n U, f @. By the Ostrand’s covering theorem, 
for each integer k > 1 there are 2n + 1 many families %?i,. . . , E?~~+’ of compact 
subsets of X satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) Each %?L is discrete in X. 
(2)Foreachk>landeachx~X, I{CEU~~:~~~:XEC}I~~+~. 
(3) mesh %?i (= sup{diam C: C E 5@) < l/k for each i and k. 
(41 U,‘rT’ 5$ refines {U,: m = 1, 2,. . .). 
Lemma 1. There are 2n + 1 many functions 4,, . . . , &,+l E C(X) such that 
(5) for each i and each m, +JL,,,) c [m, m + 21, where [a, bl is a closed interval 
{t: a < t < b), 
(6) for each pair N, m > 1 of integers there is k > N such that I#ri(C): C E %?L and 
C c K,) is mutually disjoint for each i. 
Proof. Put M= ((I,+~, . . . ,1,5~~+~) E C(Xj2”+‘: cCr,(L,> c [m, m + 21 for each i = 
1 , . . . ,2n + 1 and each m > 1). Then M is a nonempty closed subset of C(X)2n+‘. 
Since X is locally compact and Lindeliif, C(X) is completely metrizable. Thus, M 
is completely metrizable. For each pair k, m > 1 of integers we put O,,, = 
((G *2n+, 1,“‘, > EM: {I,%,(C): CW; and C c K,) is mutually disjoint for each i). 
It is easy to see that for each k, m, O,,, is open in M. By the Baire category 
theorem, it suffices to show that for each N, m > 1, U k ~ NOk,m is dense in M. To 
do this, we shall show that for each (r,!~i,. . . , e2,,+ 1) EM and each E > 0 there are 
an integer k 2 N and (h,, . . ., h2n+l) E C(X)*“+’ such that for each i = l,.. ., 
2n + 1, 
(7) I hi(x) - qbi(x) I G E for each x EX, 
(8) h,(Lt) c [I, I + 21 for each I 2 1, and 
(9) {hi(C): C E $9: and C c K,) is mutually disjoint. 
Let 6 > 0 be a real number such that I qbi(x) - $Jy) I < E for each x, y E K, 
with d(x, y> < 6 and each i = 1,. . . , 2n + 1, where d is a compatible metric on X. 
Let k be an integer such that l/k < 6. Now, we fix i (< 2n + 1) and put ‘%7* = (C: 
C E $Z?l and C c K,) and C * = U {C: C E g*). For each C E !Z*, let pc = maxIp: 
Cc UP). Since K, f’ UP = fl for every p > m, it follows that pc <m for each 
CE%*. Put $?p*={C~g*: pc=p) and C,*=lJ{C: CELL*) for each p= 
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1 >..., m. By (3) and the choice of k, for each C E %?* we can choose a real 
number t, satisfying the following conditions. 
(10) t, # t, if C #D. 
(11) I t, - $Jx> I < F for each x E C. 
(121, If C E gP* and +;V[p, p + ~1) n C + 0, then t, > $I~(x> for every x E C. 
(131, If C E gP* and $,‘([p + 1, p + 1 + ~1) n C Z fii, then t, a qbi(x) for every 
X E c. 
(141, If C E ‘ZP* and $,-‘([I, + 2 - E, p + 21) n C f fj, then t, G I+%~(x) for every 
x E c. 
Let u : C* + R be a continuous function defined by a(.~> = t, for x E C. By 
induction on p (G m> we shall define a continuous function 7P : K, + L--E, E] 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(151, 7P is an extension of 7P_ ,. 
(16), T&X) = (a - I,!J~)(x) for each x E K, n C". 
(171, If x E L, n 1,4-‘([ p, p + sl), then 0 G TJX) G E. 
(181, If x E Bd K, n $I,-‘([p + 1, p + 1 + ~11, then 0 G ~Jx) G F. 
(19), If x EL, n $;‘([p + 2 - E, p + 211, then --E G 7Jx) G 0. 
First, we consider the case p = 1. We put 
K: =(K,nt,lq’([l, l+~]))u(Bd K,n+;‘([2,2+&])), 
and 
K; =K,n$;'([3-&,3]). 
Let CE’%?* with CnK: ~0. Then CE%?:. If Cf~+~-‘([l, 1 +&I)# @, then it 
follows from (11) and (12), that 0 G a(x) - I/J;(X) G E for each x E C. Similarly, we 
have 0 G a(x) - &(x> G F for each x E C with C n Bd K, n q9-‘([2, 2 + ~1) f 8. 
Then let r: : K: + [0, F] be a continuous extension of ((T - I,!J~) I(K: n (2;"). In a 
similar fashion, we have a continuous extension 7; : KY + [-E, 01 of (a - I,!J~) I(K; 
n CT). Hence, by extending T:, T; and (a- $i)l(K, n C*> to K,, we have a 
continuous function or : K, + L--F, E] such that or I K: = T:, T, I K; = 7; and 
rr I(K, n C*) = (u - t,!~~> I(K, n C*). It is clear that or satisfies (16),-(19),. 
Now, we suppose that for some p (1 <p <m) there is a continuous function 
TP . 
.K,+[--E, &]wh’ h rc satisfies the conditions (15),-(191,. We put 
Li 
Pfl = Lp+l ( 
w;l([p+l,~+l+E])) 
U(BdK,+,nILi’([p+2,~+2+&1)), 
and 
LP+, = L,+1 n$;*([p+3-E, p+3]). 
Let C E gP* u gpT, with C n L;+l # (8. If C E %%‘p:l, then it follows from (111, 
(12),+ 1 and (13),+ 1 that 0 G a(x) - cLi(x) 6 E for each x E C by an argument 
similar to the case p = 1. If C E %Yp*, then C c Up. Since UP c Int Kp+ ,, it follows 
that Cn Bd K,,, =@. Hence, CnL,+, n t+b-'([ p + 1, p + 1 + E]) # 0. Thus, it 
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follows from (ll), (13), that 0 G a(x) - eicli(x) GE for each x E C. Define a func- 
tion pJ+ i : CL;+, n C*) u (Bd K, n $i-‘([p + 1, p + 1 + ~1)) + [O, E] as follows: 
+ 
pp+1= 
i 
CT(X) -f++(x), if x ELp++i n c*, 
&a if xEBdKpntJP’([p+l,p+l+~]). 
It follows from (16), and (18), that pJ+i is well defined and is continuous. Let 
+ 
Tp+l . .L+ p+ 1 + [0, E] be a continuous extension of pi+ 1. In a similar fashion, here 
we use (14),+i instead of (12),,+i and (13),+i, we have a continuous function 
_ 
rP+i: L;+l + [--F, 01 such that r;+i I(L;+l f7 C*>=(U- $ili)I(LTA_l n c*). Let 
I 
rP+i :K,UL;+, ULP+i U(L,+i n C *) + [-E, E] be a continuous function de- 
fined by 
’ I 
g4 for XEK,, 
T,=IW for x E Ll+,, 
7p+1= 
P,,I(4, for x E L;+,, 
C(X) -I++(X), for x~L,+~nc*. 
By extending T;+ 1 to Kp+ ,, we have a desired function TV+ ,. 
Furthermore, in a similar fashion, it can be seen that there is a continuous 
function rm+l : K,+l + r-e, ~1 such that 
(20) 7, + , is an extension of T,, 
(21) if x E L,+l n +;‘([m + 1, m + 1 + E]), then 0 G T,+Jx) G E, and 
(22) if xEBd K,+,U(L,+l n 1+4-‘([m + 3 -a, m + 31)), then T,+~(x) = 0. 
Therefore, we define a function r : X -+ [ -E, E] as follows: 
( 
r,(r)7 for XEK,, 
T(X) = T,+~(x), for xEL,+~, 
0, for x EX- K,+l. 
It is clear that r is continuous. Finally, we define a continuous function hi : X + [w 
as hi(x) = I+Q~(x) + T(X), x E X. It is easy to see that hi satisfies the conditions (7), 
(8) and (9). This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 2. Let f E C(X) with supp f c U f=oL,+j and 6’ be a real number with 
n(n + 1)-l < 0 < 1. Then, there are 2n + 1 many functions g,, . . . , g2, + 1 E CC@ 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(23) II g, II G (n + l)-’ 11 f II for each i. 
(24) I f(x) - C;::’ gi(~i(x>) I < 0 II f II for each x E X. 
(25) supp gj c [m - 1, m + I + 31 for each i. 
Proof. We follow an argument due to Lorentz [4, p. 1731. Let E > 0 be such that 
n(n + 11-l + E < 0. Since SUpp f C U j=OL,+j, f is uniformly continuous. There is 
an integer N > 1 such that I f(x) -f(y) I < E II f II for each x, y EX with d(x, 
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y) < l/N. By (6) in Lemma 1, there is an integer k > N such that {4i(C): C E EL 
and C c Km+l+41 is mutually disjoint for each i = 1,. . . ,2n + 1. For each i and 
each C E E’; let xc. E C such that I f(xc> I = mini I f(x) I: x E Cl. Let C and D 
are different elements of E’L with +JC) n c#Q(D> z 8. We suppose that C n Km+! 
z 8. By (4), there is p G m + 1 such that C c UP. Hence, it follows from (5) that 
C =&I+,+, and hence ~Jx> G m + I + 3 for each x E C. Since +i(C> fl +JD> Z 0, 
by the choice of k, D is not contained in Km+1+4. Hence, D is not contained in U, 
for each q G m + I + 3. On the other hand, it follows from (4) that D c U, for 
some q>m++++. Hence, DnK,+,+,=@, and hence 4Jx)>m+Z+4 for 
each x E D. This contradicts 4$C) n c$JD) # 8. Therefore, C n K,+( = 8 and 
D nK,+, = Q). By the fact above and supp f c U izOL, +i, we can define a 
continuous function g; : U{$i(C): C E E$l + R as 
gl(4i(x)) = &f(wCL x E c. 
We shall extend g: over R as follows. 
Case 1: Suppose that there are C, D E %?,f such that +JC) n [m - 1, m) Z 8 and 
$i(D) n (m + 1 + 2, m + 1+ 31 # 8. Since C and D are not contained in U :=oL,+j, 
it follows that g’($,(x)) = 0 for each x E C U D. Let g, be a linear extension of gi 
over R. It is clear that gi satisfies (23) and (25). While our proof of (24) is parallel 
to an argument in [4], we present it for the completeness of the paper. Let x EX. 
It follows from (1) and (2) that there is a subset J, of (1,. . . ,2n + 11 such that 
1 J, I = II + 1 and x E U E$ for each i E J,. Let Cj E 87; with x E Ci. We put 
J, = 11,. . .) 2n + 1) -.I,. Then, we have 
2n+l 
C gi(4iCx)) = ,z gi(4i(x>) + iz gi(+i(‘>) 
i=l I 2 
=if; A fCXC,) + C gi(+i<x>). id, 
On the other hand, d(x, xc,) G diam Ci G l/N by condition (3). Hence I f(x) - 
f<x,-,>I < E II f II, and hence 
2nil 
f(x) - c g,(A(x)) 
i=l 
= i$Gi 
f(x) - C gi(4i(‘))- C gi(4it’)) 
isJ, iEJ, 
=cc i~J &if(x) -fCxC,)l +/ C gi(4iCx))i 
I itJ, 
<4lfII + $llf II 
GelIf II. 
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Case 2: Otherwise. Let ii : R -+ R be a linear extension of gi. We define a 
continuous function gi : (- w, m - 11 U [ m, m+E+2]U[m+l+3, +w)+Ras 
g,cx) = ii(‘)> 
i-, 
ifm<x<m+I+2, 
otherwise. 
Let gi be a linear extension of gi over R. By an argument similar to that of Case 1, 
we can see that gi satisfies the conditions (23), (24) and (25). This completes the 
proof. 0 
While proofs of the following lemma and the theorem are parallel to that of [l, 
Lemma 41 and [l, Theorem 11 respectively, we shall present them for the complete- 
ness of the paper. 
Lemma 3. Let f E C(X) with supp f c L, u L, + , and 0 be a real number such that 
n(n + 1)-l < 8 < 1. Then there are 2n + 1 many functions g,, . . ., g2n+l E C([w) 
such that 
(26) f(x) = C~“:‘gi(~i(X)) for each x EX, and 
(27) II gi I[k, k + 11 II G ( II f II /Ml - O))>Oi”-ki I3 for each k 2 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, there are gl, . . . , gi,,+i E C(R) such that 
(28) 11 g! 11 G (n + 1))’ II f II for each i. 
(29) I f(x) - CFZ!!‘g!($i(x)) I < 0 II f II for each x E X. 
(30) supp g,’ c [m - 1, m + 41 for each i. 
We put f’(x) =f(X) - Ci?i2:‘g!(~i(X)), x E X. Then, it follows that supp f’ c 
u ;= _&+j. Suppose that we have a continuous function f k : X + R (k > 1) such 
that supp f k c U /3/1?ik L,+j. By Lemma 2 again, there are gf+‘, . . . , gzk,f:i E C(R) 
such that 
(31) I1 gk+i I1 G (n + 1))’ II fk II for each i. 
(32) I f k(x) - C~E!!lgk+l($i(x)) I < 0 II f k II for each x E X. 
(33) supp g;+ l c[m-3k-l,m+3k+4]foreachi. 
Since I1 gk+l I1 <(n + l)-‘Bk II f II and 0 < 13 < 1, by the Weierstrass M-test, g, = 
CT= ig,” is continuous. It is easy to see that 
2n+l 
f(x) = c g,(+i(x)) for each x=X. 
i=l 
To show that each gi satisfies condition (27), let k be an integer with k 2 1 and 
t E R - [m - 3k - 1, m + 3k + 41. By (32) and (33) it follows that 
< (n + & -0) IIf IP”“. 
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Hence, for each t E [k, k + 11 we have 
Igitt>l G 
1 
(n + l)O(l -e> 
Ilflp$m-W31 
1 
G (I2 + l)@(l -l9) 
11 f Ildm-W 
Therefore, we have 
II &l[k, k + 11 II G e2(l1_ e) II f lle’m-k”3. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem. We shall show that the family C4Jf::’ constructed in Lemma 1 
is a basic family on X. To do this, let f~ C*(X). Let U,,, and L,, m = 1, 2,. . ., 
be subsets of X described in the top of this section. Let {h,: m = 1, 2,. . .) be a 
locally finite partition of unity subordinated to {U,: m = 1, 2,. . .}. For each m we 
put f,(x>=f(x>.h,(x), x EX. Then f,,, is a continuous function such that 
suPP fmcUm=L,uL,+l, II f, II G Ilf II and f(x) = Ct=,f,<x). BY Lemma 3, 
for each m there are 2n + 1 functions g;“, . . . , g2”, + i E C(R) such that 
(34) f,(x)= C~E!l'g~($,(x)), for each x~X,and 
(35) II gm I[k, k + 11 II G (l/(0*(1 - 0))) II f, II Oirnpki I3 for each k 2 1. 
By (35) and the Weierstrass M-test, Et_ igm I [ k, k + 11 is continuous. Hence, we 
put g,(t) = Cz_ ,g,Yt), t E R. Then, gi is continuous and 
m 2n+l 2n + 1 
fCx) = C C S?(4i<x>> = iFl gi(+,tx)), 
m=l i=l 
for each x E X by (34). This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. A remark 
Let X be a a-compact, metric space. If there are 2n + 1 many functions 
$1,. . . >#%n+, E C(X) such that {4J,‘r:’ is a basic family on X, then it follows 
from the Sternfeld’s theorem [71 that dim X G n. Thus, in connection with our 
corollary in Section 1, we ask the following question, which is a special case of the 
problem of Sternfeld [S, Problem 6.121. 
Question. Let X be an n-dimensional, a-compact, metric space. Are there 2n + 1 
functions 41,...,&n+l E C(X) such that {+J,‘r[’ is a basic family on X? 
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